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DENVER BRONCOS QUOTES (9/14/11) 

 

WIDE RECEIVER ERIC DECKER  
 
On the team’s focus 
“I think this week we’re focused on executing our jobs and making sure that we’re not making critical errors. I think last week we 
had some penalties that hurt us and got us behind the chains, and our focus is to establish the run—not have third-and-longs and 
just play our game and not get too flabbergasted when something doesn’t go right on one drive.” 
 
On how involved Denver’s wide receivers are in the running game 
“Big time, and I think [WR] Eddie [Royal] as well. We take [pride] in breaking big runs for the running back. If we’re down field 
getting the safeties and digging them out, and even the cornerbacks, and staying on our guys, those are the runs that go from 
four yards to 40 yards. We take pride in that, and we’re going to keep working on that.” 
 
On Cincinnati’s defense 
“They’ve got a lot of athletes. They’re big up front, and they’ve got experienced and quick guys in the back, so we’ve got a 
challenge ahead of us; but at the same time, we’re focused on what we’ve got to do to win, and that’s executing our jobs and the 
game plan that the coaches put in.”    
 
On how he prepares from week to week 
“My biggest thing is trying to be consistent and reliable, and I come to work every day focused on what I need to work on—
getting off the line, running routes, catching the punts—and I let the rest take care of itself on Sundays. The work you put in, the 
preparation during the week, it just makes the game that much more fun because you just relax and play.” 
 
On pressure for the offense to perform 
“The pressure outside, you can’t let it affect you. I learned a long time ago that when you start putting pressure on yourself, you 
start losing the focus of what you’ve prepared and what you’ve done to get to this point. You’ve got to have fun with it. We 
didn’t play as well as we wanted to, but we’ve got to learn from it, we’ve got to flush it, and we’ve got to get ready for this game. 
The best game we play is when we’re loose, relaxed and just going out there and executing.”  
 
On the importance of winning this week 
“It would be big. All we’ve talked about is that we’re one game behind the race right now, and if we want to stay in the race, 
we’ve got to win. Our focus every week is taking it one week at a time, and getting that ‘W.’” 
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